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CHAPTER I. INTRODUCTION AND STATEMENT OF THE STUDY
Introduction
The meeting and conventions business has grown into a
multibillion dollar industry over the past thirty years.
Major advances in the transportation industry such as the
introduction of passenger jet service, increased domestic
jet routes, daily flights to overseas destinations,
deregulation, improvements in ground transportation, and
computer reservation systems have all contributed to the
expansion of the meetings market. These breakthroughs in
the travel industry have made transportation to meeting
destinations faster, more convenient and cheaper. This has
led to an increased number of meetings being held at the
national and international level.
The meetings market can be divided into two basic
segments: the association market and the corporate market.
ABB is considered part of the corporate market, which is
recognized as the most rapidly growing segment of the
meetings and convention industry. As corporations continue
to grow and expand, communication becomes even more
essential. The need for meetings as educational vehicles
becomes increasingly important.
Corporate meetings are held at all levels of business
and industry. In general, corporations and business
entities like ABB hold six main types of meetings: sales
meetings, dealer meetings, technical meetings,
executive/management meetings, training meetings, and public
meetings. Corporate meetings (as opposed to association
meetings) have these characteristics: fewer participants,
mandatory attendance, smaller in number, expenses are paid
by the corporation, being held as needed, less use of
exhibits, slightly shorter average duration, significantly
shorter planning/booking period, same destination possible
year after year, and a destination sometimes keyed to the
location of a company's office or factory.
As the meetings market becomes larger, more
sophisticated, and more specialized, the demand for meetings
expertise has increased. Corporations have begun to realize
that having a trained meeting professional is necessary to
ensure a meeting's success. With valuable resources devoted
to these events, guaranteed success is a must. A full time
meeting planner is able to devote his/her undivided
attention to meeting details and to strive toward meeting
goals and objectives.
ABB Canada realized that in order to ensure the success
of their National Sales Conference a meeting planner would
be essential.
Historical Background
ABB ASEA Brown Boveri is a global leader in electrical
engineering and technology with 214,000 employees around the
world. It is owned equally by ASEA AB of Stockholm, Sweden
and BBC Brown Boveri Ltd. of Baden, Switzerland. ABB ASEA
Brown Boveri Ltd.
, Zurich Switzerland is the holding company
and corporate headquarters of the ABB ASEA Brown Boveri
Group. The ABB Group, formed in January 1988, is a
federation of 13 00 national companies, comprising 65
business areas which are classified into eight business
segments. These segments are power plants, power
transmission, power distribution, industry, environmental
control, transportation, financial services, and other
diversified businesses.
ABB subscribes to the following statement: "ABB's
mission is to be the leader in delivering quality products
and services for power generation, transmission and
distribution, industrial processes, mass transit, and
environmental control that meet the needs and requirements
of our customers and contribute to their
success."
With a
unique combination of experience and global resources ABB is
committed to providing integrated solutions that meet
societal goals for sustainable growth and clean energy.
ABB Canada (ABB-CA) with fifty-eight locations is a
part of the federation that makes up the ABB Group. ABB-CA
employs approximately 3,500 employees and produces over one
billion Canadian Dollars in annual revenues. ABB-CA is a
melting pot of distinct cultures. Employees from ASEA, BBC,
Westinghouse Canada, GETTI, and Combustion Engineering have
been amalgamated to form what is known as ABB-CA. ABB-CA is
devoted to meeting Canada's need for clean, reliable
electric power, for a more competitive industry, for
efficient mass transit and for a better environment.
The CEO and the Executive Committee of ABB-CA,
comprised of eight business segment presidents decided that
due to organizational changes, mergers, and diverse cultural
backgrounds a National Sales Conference was long overdue.
The Exhibit Services Department of ABB-US was requested to
send an employee to ABB-CA to plan and execute a National
Sales Conference for approximately 200 attendees. The
President of the Power Distribution Segment was to oversee
coordination of this first time event.
The first task to be fulfilled was to convince upper
management that in order to conduct a successful conference
they needed to establish goals and objectives.
The Problem Statement
How does ABB organize and execute a first time national
sales conference for a Canadian organization which strives to
attain goals and objectives set forth by upper management
within the confines of a restricted budget?
The Purpose
The purpose of this project is to present a working model
of a three day corporate sales conference. This project
brings into one document all components involved in
coordination of the ABB Canada National Sales Conference.
This document has three purposes: first, to act as a
historical record that can be used as a tool by ABB-CA in
planning future sales meetings of this magnitude; second, to
be a source of reference for other members of the ABB
federation in preparing similar events; finally, to aid
students and beginning level meeting planners by providing
them with a foundation on which to build and develop a
conference of their own.
This manual is significant to me because it represents
the culmination of all the knowledge and experience I gained
while planning a corporate
sales meeting at a national level
for the ABB-CA organization. This project includes the
research and development of tools, forms and techniques that
were necessary to conduct an event of this size.
The Scope & Limitations
The expanse of this project includes corporate sales
meetings with an attendance range of between 150-250
attendees. It also encompasses a bilingual audience with
distinct cultural differences.
The reach of this project was limited by several factors.
ABB-CA is a male dominated company whose educational
background is primarily engineering related. It would not be
reasonable to assume the content of this meeting would appeal
to either a female audience or an audience whose educational
background is something other than engineering. The attendee
list was strictly limited to employees of the company who held
positions in sales, marketing, or upper management. Including
other functions of the company such as human resources or
advertising, might have positively or negatively affected the
outcome of the conference. The conference program was
developed to accomplish five specific goals and objectives set
forth by upper management; therefore, this program will not
seek to achieve objectives and goals that are distinctly
different than those established for this conference. Also
limiting the range of this meeting was the fact that it was
an internal corporate conference that was held for the first
time for a Canadian audience with a distinct corporate
culture. Other factors that limited the universality of this
project are the size (150-200 attendees) , length (three days) ,
content (technical) , and type of meeting (sales) .
CHAPTER II. LITERATURE REVIEW
Limited literary resources are available on the topic of
Meeting Planning. Those that are available deal primarily
with the fundamentals of meeting management.
The Comprehensive Guide to Successful Conferences and
Meetings, by Nadler and Nadler (1987) , is particularly useful
because it describes the process from beginning to end and
offers specific advice and guidance. The style and format of
both the agenda and the event scripts for the ABB-CA National
Sales Conference (figures 9, 10, 11, 12) were based on
specific examples and suggestions in Nadler and Nadler.
Professional Meeting Management, by the Professional
Convention Management Association (1988) , is a comprehensive
resource that raises awareness, provides examples and
checklists, and is a great source of reference. The chapter
pertaining to budgeting and financial planning was especially
helpful for developing methods of invoice tracking and for
building spreadsheets used for the ABB-CA National Sales
Conference. The book offers advice on all aspects of meeting
management. Of specific importance to the ABB-CA National
Sales Conference were the warnings about site selection. The
authors advise against selecting a resort location for a
meeting with a full
program that completely absorbs the
delegates' time. Attendees at such a meeting might indicate
some discontent as to why the remote site had been chosen
since they had little opportunity to enjoy its benefits.
Of the literature reviewed, A Conference and Workshop
Planner's Manual, by Lois B. Hart and J. Gordon Schleicher
(1979) , is one of the few resources available that is based
solely on practicality. It utilizes the Gantt chart system
to provide the user with planning schedules for each aspect
of a conference. This publication provides the conference
planner and planning committee with a model which cites
specific examples on which to base a meeting. The authors
impose order on the complexity of conference and workshop
planning, and present a framework for decision making that is
flexible enough to be applied from workshops of 10 persons to
conferences of 1,000 or more. The framework identifies the
tasks, shows how to manage those tasks, and reveals when
decisions need to be made.
Recent publications by Catherwood and Van Kirk (1992) and
Goldblatt (1990) on the topic of special events focus
primarily on the fundamentals of organizing and executing
these types of events. Goldblatt 's material looks at special
events from a corporate perspective. He believes special
events can be used in three ways to improve employee
relations. They can recognize and reward good performance;
they can be used to raise morale and improve the team spirit
of a group through social and recreational activities; and
corporations can use special events to support community
activities.
Nichols (1992) summarizes the corporate philosophy of
special events at business meetings. In support of special
events Nichols concludes that special events make
accomplishing meeting goals easier, they help to keep a
meeting from becoming monotonous, and they create team work
and team spirit. In opposition to special events Nichols
finds that they are inappropriate unless they facilitate
learning, they can drive up the cost of a meeting, and they
should be avoided in hard times when companies are struggling.
Nichols quotes Hunter, a corporate planner, as saying "Adding
pizzazz to a meeting or making it more entertaining helps
create a memorable event and reinforces the meeting's message,





In order to measure the success of any meeting it is
imperative to set quantifiable objectives. By doing so one
can measure its success and justify the meeting to upper
management. In preparation for the ABB Canada National Sales
Conference, upper management was requested to establish a set
of conference objectives. They set these:
To educate our key customer contact areas regarding
the whole company
- its people, products and
culture.
To increase the dialogue across internal boundaries
in order to better serve customers .
To help further the understanding and respect for
the role each ABB person plays in satisfying
customers .
To help the sales function understand its role in
the Total Quality process.
To launch the 1992 sales year with a motivated and
understood sales structure, focused on the key




Although the objectives they established were not
quantifiable, they were the factors that set the tone for the
entire meeting.
When establishing goals keep in mind that they should be
measurable. For example, objective number two might have been
11
better stated as "To increase the dialogue across internal
boundaries by educating our sales force on three segments of
the company other than their
own."
Conference Theme
To give the National Sales Conference some continuity a
theme was developed. Several different themes were presented;
"Passport to the Future" was the one ultimately selected. It
was felt that this theme most closely paralleled the
conference objectives. The ABB-CA sales and marketing group
was to meet for the first time to learn and network with other
divisions of the company. The idea behind the theme was that
the tools obtained over a three day period would be the
"passport of
knowledge" that would give them an advantage in
a future of growing competitive markets.
A logo that resembled a passport stamp was developed by
an advertising agency and was used as an identifying symbol
throughout the event. It was created in both English and
French (Figure 1 & 2) . To further exemplify the theme,
each attendee was given a booklet that resembled a passport
(Figure 3) . The passport included a message from the CEO, the
conference agenda, general information, an explanation of the
passport, an area for stamping and an entry form for the grand
prize drawing. The
attendees'
passports were stamped at the
conclusion of each session, speaker presentation, and selected
12
activities they participated in.
Each attendee had to have eight stamps in order to
qualify for a prize drawing held at the conclusion of
the
conference. The drawing consisted of three prizes: third
prize was a weekend for two at the Chateau Frontenac; second
prize was a weekend for two at any Canadian Pacific
Mountain
Resorts; first prize was two round trip tickets
anywhere
SwissAir flies. This was a way of encouraging
attendees to
participate in sessions and presentations throughout the three
day conference.
13
Figure l. 1992 ABB Canada National Sales Conference, Logo
(English version) .
Figure 2. 1992 ABB Canada National Sales Conference, Logo
(French version) .






1 . Reversable Front/Back Covers
2. Tear-Out Raffle Ticket
Area To Collect Stamps
Meeting Profile
This short two page document is a synopsis of the meeting
which includes: demographics of the attendees; important dates
and times; the conference location and other relative
information (Figure 4) . A meeting profile is useful when
making presentations to upper management, and when working
with speakers, entertainers, and hotel staff. It provides
essential information to the key people who will have a direct
impact on the outcome and success of a meeting.
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The site for the 1992 National Sales Conference was
selected by the upper management of ABB-CA. The Chateau
Montebello, a five star resort, located approximately eighty
miles west of Montreal, Quebec and fifty-five miles east of
Ottawa, Ontario, was ultimately selected for the meeting site.
Some of the determining factors for selecting the Chateau
Montebello included; availability on short notice, it's
central location between Ottawa and Montreal, it's seclusive
nature and pristine surroundings, the size which allowed ABB
to book the entire resort exclusively.
The Chateau Montebello is owned and operated by Canadian
Pacific Hotels & Resorts. It is nestled in the midst of a
private 65,000 acre estate on the shores of the Ottawa River.
This world renown resort is best known for hosting the
International Economic Summit Conference attended by seven of
the world's most powerful leaders in 1981. Two years later
in 1983, the resort hosted the Bilderberg Conference, an
equally important international gathering attended by
influential politicians and bankers. One of the most
impressive features of the resort is a massive, six-sided,
three story stone
fireplace from which the entire resort
centers around.
The activities available to guests include; golf,
swimming, badminton, cycling, croquet, mini-golf, horseback
17
riding, boating, tennis, volleyball, baseball, curling, cross
country skiing, skating, broomball, sleigh rides, snowshoeing,
tobogganing, squash, waterpolo, whirlpools, saunas, and an
exercise room. The Chateau Montebello is well equipped to
handle corporate meetings of up to 300 attendees. Included
on site are seventeen meeting rooms of varying size which are
conveniently located (see figures 5-8) . Presentation
equipment is also available for meetings and seminars.
18
Figure 5. First Floor























Figure 8 . Meeting Room Specifications
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A committee was selected by the President of the
Distribution Segment to aid in development of the ABB Canada
National Sales Conference program. The committee consisted
of a diverse group of individuals who had a clear
understanding of the meeting objectives. Committee meetings
provided a forum for the development of planning schedules,
site selection, speaker selection, theme development, the
selection of presentation formats, an educational program, and
social events.
The committee ultimately determined the final framework
for the meeting. Once this framework was established a
detailed agenda was prepared. The agenda was arranged to
include the various seminars, lectures, presentations, and
entertainment determined by the committee. A detailed matrix
of the ABB Canada National Sales Conference based on the work
of Nadler (1987) is shown in Figure 9.
The conference was a three day event; upper management
and general managers were required to come one day earlier.
The shaded areas denoted on the agenda in Figure 5 represent
events that were limited to management. On the agenda each
activity is referenced by an event number. Each event listed
on the agenda has a corresponding event script. The event
script is a detailed description of the event which outlines
the responsibilities of each party. Three event scripts have
21
been included in this document (Figure 10, 11, 12)
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Closing Remarks: P. Janson
Grand Prize Draw
Figure 10. Event script #2
ABB NATIONAL SALES CONFERENCE
EVENT SCRIPT
EVENT *: 2 DATE: Tuesday, January 21, 1992
NAME OF THE EVENT: General Managers Dinner
ROOM/LOCATION: Salle Canada
SET UP FROM/TO: 4:00 pm - 5.30 pn,
DOORS OPEN: S:4S pra EVENT BEGINS: 6:00 pm EVENT ENDS: apprxlO : 00pm




Rounds (8 people to a table)
SPEAKER BEGINS: 8:30 pin SPEAKING TIME: 1 hour Q S A to follow
PRESENTER(S) : Dr. Alan Rugman
Topic: North American Free Trade
AT PODIUM: pitcher of water, 1 glass
ON TABLES:
INTRODUCER: Peter Janson
THANK YOU: Pierre St-Arnaud
HANDOUTS: No Handout3
FOOD 5 BEVERAGE REQUIREMENTS
STYLE: Sit Down Dinner
RECEPTION: 6:00 - 7:00 Hosted Bar (lhr only) Salle Canada
DINNER: 7:00 - 8:30 Salle Canada
ROOM SET-UP: Rounds of 3
MENU: Wine: Beaujolais-villages - Georges Duboeuf (red)
Wine: Chardonnay
- F. Chauvenet (white)
20 Bottle limit on Wine
Banquet # 5
Choice of: Fresh Filet of Salmon or Roast Prime Rib of Beef
Bar #1 - Domestic Beer, House Liquor, House Wine (1 Bar)
AUDIO VISUAL SUPPORT
AUDIO VISUAL EQUIPMENT: Podium Microphone, PA 3ystem, Screen,
overhead projector, 35 mm 3lide projector, stands, wireless lapel raic.
*We will u3e the screen that is available in the Canada Room
SIGNAGE: DOOR: Sign (General Managers Dinner)
PODIUM: Conference Logo
OTHER :




*Yves will supply a pianist for 1
hour (6pra -7pra) to play tasteful
music. Agreed upon price is 50.00 per hour for pianist
Figure 11. Event script #13
ABB NATIONAL SALES CONFERENCE
EVENT SCRIPT
EVENT *: 13
DATE:Thursday, January 23, 1992
NAME OF THE EVENT: Executive Account Presentation
ROOM/LOCATION: Salle Canada
SET UP FROM/TO:




ROOM SET-OP : Theater
SPEAKER BEGINS: 11:00 am SPEAKING TIME: 1 hour
PRESENTER ( S ) : Pierre Gauthier
Glenn Peckover
Topic: Utility




HANDOUTS: To be included in the Conference Binder





MENU: * Water station in the back of the room
AUDIO VISUAL SUPPORT
AUDIO VISUAL EQUIPMENT: 2 Wireless lapel mics., Screen, 35mm Slide Pro j .
2 Podiums microphones, PA 3ystem, wireless remote for projector, VCR,
"screen will be rear projection type provided by AV firm.
SIGNAGE: DOOR: Executive Account Presentation
PODIUM:
OTHER: 2 Banners either side of the 3tage
EQUIPMENT NEEDED: 2 - Podiums, 2 ABB flag3 on rt. If. on stage, easel at
the door, risers in front of the stage.
'Speaker and podiums should be put on risers
Figure 12. Event script #19.1,
ABB NATIONAL SALES CONFERENCE
EVENT SCRIPT
EVENT *: 19.1 DATE: Friday, January 24, 1992
NAME OF THE EVENT: ABB Canada - Pa3t, Present, Future
ROOM/LOCATION: Salle Canada
SET UP FROM/TO:
DOORS OPEN: 9:45 am EVENT BEGINS: 9:45 am EVENT ENDS: 11:30 am
ATTENDANCE: EXPECTED: 210 ACTUAL:
SPEAKER/PRESENTATION REQUIREMENTS
ROOM SET-UP: Theater Style
SPEAKER BEGINS: 9 : 45 am SPEAKING TIME: 1 1/2 hours
PRESENTER ( S ) : Peter Janson
Topic: ABB Canada - Past, Present, Future
AT PODIUM: Water pitcher, glass
ON TABLES:
INTRODUCER: R.J. Carryer
HANDOUTS: Distributed during session to be provided by P. Janson







AUDIO VISUAL EQUIPMENT: Overhead projector, wireless lapel microphone,
screen, stand
SIGNAGE: DOOR: Guest Speaker Peter Janson
PODIUM:
OTHER:
EQUIPMENT NEEDED: easel at door,
Meeting Teaser
In order to entice attendees to come, teasers were sent
to them throughout various stages of the planning phase
(Figure 13) . A teaser is a promotional piece of literature
intended to create interest in an event. In addition to
enticing attendees they also served as reminders to attendees
that the meeting was approaching so they could arrange their
schedules accordingly.
Figure 13 . Meeting Teaser
1992 NATIONAL
SALES CONFERENCE
January 22 -24 1992
Montebello, Quebec
MARK YOUR CALENDARS NOW!
27
Information Management
In order to keep track of the guest list a database was
created (Figure 14) . A separate database of speakers and
support staff was also set up (Figure 15) . Maintaining a
database allowed for the fast retrieval of the most accurate
and up to date information. Lists of attendees could easily
be retrieved by name, city, business unit code, segment or
function.















Figure 15. Sample data base used to track vip's,







No. of Room Nights Req.:






The software used was Q&A 4.0 from Symantec, a non
relational database. This was a very user friendly software
package that also offered word processing, spreadsheet,
programming and mailing label options. These
functions are
imperative for planning a large event.
Several software packages designed specifically for the
meeting industry are MeetingPro II
from Peopleware, Inc.,
Meeting Management
System from Advanced Solutions
International, and MeetingTrak
from Phoenix Solutions, Inc.
These packages offer a range of
features including name badge
creation,




Speaker selection is critical to the success of a
conference. Selecting speakers requires an enormous amount
of research and evaluation. It is important to select
speakers who have the ability to reach the objectives of the
meeting and keep their audience interested and entertained.
A committee was appointed to evaluate and select speakers
for the conference. Speakers were selected whose ideology
most closely paralleled the principals the ABB group was
formed on. The selection criteria was based on interviews,
references, recommendations and publications authored by the
speakers. Profiles of the speakers selected for the ABB-CA
National Sales Conference are contained in appendix B.
Special Event
A special event was held in conjunction with the National
Sales Conference. It was a four hour event that was
orchestrated by Party Art, a company who specializes in
special events and theme parties.
The event was themed around the T.V. series Mission
Impossible. At the close of the Account
Executives'
presentations on Thursday afternoon, the Account Executives
were kidnapped by a group of terrorist. Pyrotechnics were
used in order to create as realistic an attack as possible.
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At the moment of surprise a video featuring the CEO was played
that explained what had just happened and what was going to
take place over the next four hours.
Following the conclusion of the video the attendees were
divided into teams of ten given outdoor apparel and sent
outside to participate in prearranged team activities. Each
team was required to go through five stations. The activities
were centered around total quality, team work, and customer
satisfaction .
The event was concluded with a bon-fire, hot drinks were
served and the account executives and CEO arrived on a horse
drawn sleigh. Following dinner that evening prizes were
awarded to the team with the highest score.
Suppliers
In addition to working with speakers and their agents a
meeting planner also works
with suppliers. The types of
suppliers required to conduct the ABB-CA National Sales
Conference included printing companies, audio visual firms,
advertising agencies, photography labs, hotel facilities,
shipping companies,
brokerage houses, and suppliers of
miscellaneous gifts and decorations. ABB corporate directives
dictate that all buyers working with suppliers are required
to obtain three quotations for items purchased. Quotations
should always be received in writing from vendors; verbal
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quotes are ill advised. Written quotations will serve as
backup for competitive shopping, budgeting purposes, and the
accuracy of
retailers'




The registration package is the most crucial piece of
literature sent to attendees. A great deal of thought should
go into preparing the registration package. It is important
to include all information an attendee needs to know about the
meeting they have been requested to attend.
Contained in appendix A is the actual registration
package that was sent out to all the guests. Although Canada
is a bilingual country, the official company language is
English. It was determined by management that the meeting
would be held in English only. However, the registration kit,
signage and correspondence were written in both French and
English for two reasons one, out of courtesy to attendees
whose first language was French, and two, to avoid controversy
as much as possible.
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On Site Registration
On site registration must be carefully thought out in
order to avoid confusion and chaos. This is the only
opportunity one will have to personally greet and inform
guests. Briefing the registration staff is the key to a
smooth registration.
As our guests arrived at the Chateau Montebello, the
front doormen greeted them and directed them to the front
desk. Following check-in the front desk was instructed to
direct attendees to the registration area which was clearly
visible from the front desk. The registration area was
divided alphabetically into three lines. In addition to
paying for the conference the attendees were given
professionally engraved name badges, a set of conference
papers, and their passport. The attendees were informed about
what was expected of them for the duration of the conference.
Budget
Before meeting specifics can be arranged, it is necessary
to establish a budget. The size of the budget will be the
predetermining factor in the make up and composition of the
meeting.
The financial philosophy for the ABB-CA National Sales
Conference was to break even. In order to accomplish this all
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expenses for the conference were identified, income needed to
meet these expenditures was determined, and a meeting fee set
accordingly. The categories that were included in the expense
portion of the budget can be found in Figure 16. Actual
monetary figures have been excluded due to their confidential
nature .
Tracking income and expenditures is an important part of
the fiscal process. A spreadsheet was developed to track the
invoices that were charged to the sales conference account
(Figure 17) . As the conference progressed, this spreadsheet
provided information on how much had been spent to date.
Establishing a chart of accounts is highly recommended
if one doesn't already exist, because it improves the accuracy
of record keeping. A chart of accounts is a numbering system
used to identify each line item of the budget so that deposits
and expenditures are posted to the correct account in the
fiscal records. A chart of accounts was established for the
ABB-CA National Sales Conference (Figure 18) . Through careful
planning and accurate record keeping the ABB-CA National Sales
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Figure 18. Chart of accounts.
1992 National Sales Conference
Montebello, Quebec
ACC. #76-773




13 Travel Related Expenses










41 Conference Coordinators Housing
42 Conference Coordinators Salary
43 Conference Coordinators Expenses
44 Publications








Meeting evaluations play an essential part in determining
the success of a conference. Although written comments are
always welcomed the guestions must be measurable.
The evaluation process for the ABB-CA National Sales
Conference included two surveys. The first guestionnaire was
distributed to the attendees at registration so they could
make evaluations as the conference progressed. The second
survey was sent to the attendees six months after the
conference. The data was processed using a statistical
software package called SPXS. Results of both surveys were
put into a report and presented to upper management. The
outcome of both the conference evaluation and the follow-up




The meeting evaluation used to evaluate the 1992 ABB-CA
National Sales Conference proved to be a invaluable tool in
determining the success of the conference. The conference
evaluation was developed by the meeting planner with the
guidance of upper management (Figure 19, 20, 21).
The conference evaluation was distributed to the
attendees when they registered. This was done so the
attendees would have the opportunity to evaluate each speaker
following their presentation. The surveys were collected at
the conclusion of the last presentation. Each attendee had
to submit a conference evaluation in order to be eligible for
the grand prize drawing.
The data was tabulated and reported within two weeks of
the close of the conference. The respondents representation
was 2 0.9% General Managers and Above and 79.1% Sales and
Marketing. Figure twenty-two details the percentage of
respondents from each division of the company.
In response to guestion two, 99% of the respondents felt
they had a better understanding
of how customer satisfaction,
total guality, and employee empowerment related to them as a
result of the conference.
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The outcome of guestions three through seven are
illustrated in figures twenty-three through twenty-nine.
The responses from guestion eight indicated that 73.7%
of the respondents felt a national sales conference should be
held annually, while 25.7% felt it should be held every two
years, and .6% felt it should not be held at all.
Question nine indicated that 44% of the surveyed felt
that other functions of the company should be included in
future meetings, while 56% disagreed.
The results from guestion ten showed that 90.1% felt the
conference was the right length of time, 4.7% felt it was too
long, and 5.2% felt it was too short.
In response to guestion eleven, 8 6.6% of the respondents
felt their was just the right amount to presentations, 5.8%
felt their was too many, and 7.6% felt there was not enough.
Questions twelve and thirteen are represented in figures
thirty and thirty-one.
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Figure 1 9. Conference evaluation page 1 ,
January 1992
ABB CANADA NATIONAL SALES CONFERENCE
CONFERENCE EVALUATION









Indicate the appropriate catagory (check one):
B
GeneraJ Manager and above
SaJes and Marketing





total quality and employee empowerment are the keys to ABB success in the '90's. Do you
feel you have a better understanding of these issues as they relate to you as a result
of the conference?
| | YES Q NO
Not Satisfied Very Satisfied
3. Do you feel the conference met your expectations? 12 3 4
4. There were five objectives for the conference. Did the conference meet these objectives?
No
1. To educate our key customer contact areas regarding
the whole company, its people, products and culture.
2. To Increase the dialogue across internal boundaries in
order to better serve customers.
3. To help further the understanding and respect for the role
each ABB person plays in satisfying customers.
4. To help the sales function understand its rols in the Total
Quality process.
5. To launch the 1992 sales year with a motivated and
understood sales structure, focused on the key issues





Figure 20 Conference evaluation page 2.
s. Of the segment sessions that you attended, how would you rate them on value to you?

































5a. What suggestions would you have for improvement of internal educational sessions like
these?














6a. What suggestions would you have for improvements of internal educational
these?
sessions like
7. How effective were the following Speakers/Presentations?

















































Figure 21 . Conference evaluation page 3.




9. Should other functions be included? (ie: Human Resources, Controllers, etc.)?
Yes (if yes, who?)
No




11. Do you feel there were:
Too many presentations
Not enough presentations
Just the right amount of presentations






13. How was the management of the conference?
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The follow-up evaluation was developed and administered
by management six months following the conclusion of the sales
conference (figure 32, 33).
From the data gathered management drew the following
conclusions: that awareness within the company regarding the
direction of ABB in customer satisfaction is very high; there
is a perception that a bottom line driven organization may not
(cannot?) be customer focused at the same time; 3 out of 4
respondents felt the company is more customer focused then
earlier, more than half mentioned there is much further to go
and feel continual pushing/reinforcement is necessary; Account
Executives are not visible enough and the messages and
activities are not spreading widely and deeply enough into the
organization, The answer to "do you see any results form the
work of the
CFT's"
received the lowest positive rating of all
questions asked; There is an almost universal understanding
of what Customer Focus is supposed to mean to the individual
employee responding to the survey; Respondents generally
believe that the customers should have seen improvements at
the customer level following the sales conference; Power Plant
segment and Industry segment had the greatest number of
"no"
or negative comments probably reflecting the reorganizations
and upheavals both groups have been experiencing.
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The percentages of yes and no responses to each question
of the survey are located in Table 1.
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Figure 32. Follow-up evaluation page 1 .
Montebellowas the first time all sales - marketing
- management personnel for ABB Canada
were assembled in one location. Based on your work experiences since Montebello:
1A. Have you used any of the written material you [ I I
received at Montebello? Yes No
B. If no, please comment. If yes, please indicate how orwhere you have used it.
2A. Have you contacted personnel in a different | | |
segment whom you met for the first time in Yes No
Montebello?
B. If no, please comment whether you feel there are obstacles restraining this
communication.
3A. Have you, in the course of your customer [ | |
contact activities, discovered opportunities Yes No
for another group or division within ABB,
which prior to Montebello you would have been
unaware of?
B. If no, are there obstacle's you feel which restrain you from identifying opportunities
outside your organization's scope?
4A. Do you feel that ABB Canada is more a customer | | |
focused company today than before Montebello? Yes No
B. Please explain:
Figure 33. Follow-up evaluation page 2.
5A. Oo you better understand the account executives
role and the use of the account executive as a
result of the National Sales Conference?







6A. Have concepts of Service Excellence and Total j | | j
Quality become part of your thinking and work day? Yes No
B. What does Customer Focus mean to you in your day to daywork?
7. Imagining yourself as an ABB Customer, what difference have you seen in ABB during
the months following the National Sales Conference?
8A. Have you referred to the booklet "Who'sWho In
Sales &
Marketing"
distributed after the conference?
B. Do you find it a useful tool?
C. How could this booklet be modified to be of greater usefulness?
9. Upon reflection, was the National Sales Conference
worth the 3 days of your participation together
with the associated espenses? In your mind,
did you and the company derive sufficient lasting benefits?

































Table 1 . Follow-up evaluation results.
CHAPTER V. CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Conclusion
The ABB-CA National Sales Conference proved to be a very
successful event. Management was truly dedicated to the
success of the meeting and demonstrated great enthusiasm
throughout the planning and participation process. The staff
at the resort was extremely attentive and accommodating, and
they were able to meet all demands and out of the ordinary
requests .
Having exclusive use of the resort had a positive impact
on the success of the event. Anyone who was on the premise
had been specifically invited. If budget allows I would
strongly recommend booking an entire facility for several
reasons: distractions from other guests are minimized;
attendees are limited to mixing with only other attendees,
thus increasing bonding; staff at the facility is focused on
one client; and the facility is more willing to bend the
rules, because this will not
affect the experience for its
other guests.
The overall flow of the conference was very successful
and no major difficulties occurred. This was due to thorough
and proactive planning. Every detail of the conference had
been carefully thought out and prepared
for.
Several specific features of the conference stand out as
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having been extremely successful.
First was the special event orchestrated by Party Art.
This was a truly exciting diversion from a full agenda of
presentations and speaker events. It brought out the team
spirit in people and encouraged team effort. Following the
special event each attendee was presented with a sweatshirt
and requested to wear it to dinner that evening. Every
attendee showed up for a traditional style Quebecois dinner
in the sweatshirt they had received. The banquet tables were
arranged in rows, fifty at each table, and the meal was served
family style. This added a sense of unity to the event.
The segment presentations put on by members of the
business units were very well received. However, attendees
were disappointed that they were only allowed the opportunity
to attend three out of the eight segment presentations
offered.
Another feature that added to the conference was a series
of small skits put on by the attendees. Twenty attendees were
randomly selected to
participate in a special assignment.
They were asked to entertain
the group during lunch on the
final day of the conference. The meeting
staff assisted them
with locating props and any
technical items they needed. With
some direction they were left to their own creativity
and
imagination. The skits proved to be comical and entertaining.
The biggest flaw of the conference was the overly tight
agenda. Although it did not affect the outcome or success of
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the event, it did impede on the
attendees'
experience at the
resort. Because of the many presentations and organized
functions attendees had little or no time to benefit from the
numerous amenities a resort like the Chateau Montebello has
to offer. A second flaw was the short amount of time allotted
to planning. Having been given only twelve weeks to plan an
event of this magnitude, well below the industry standard,
time was a critical factor. A more comfortable planning time
frame would have increased creativity and added more flair to
the event.
In conclusion the ABB-CA National Sales Conference was
well received and proved to be a significant milestone for the
ABB-CA organization. This was verified by the positive
results of both the conference evaluation and the follow-up
evaluation.
Recommendations
Planning a conference or meeting can be an overwhelming
task but not impossible. To be a successful coordinator the
following are required: effective
communication skills;
computer literacy; wise use of resources; and excellent
organizing skills.
A key component in the success of planning an event such
as the ABB-CA National Sales Conference is good communication
skills. A meeting planner interacts with a
wide variety of
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people from various levels and organizations, such as
suppliers, attendees, agents, speakers, hotel associates, and
vip's. Problems and confusion can arises if one is not able
to effectively communicate ideas and requirements to the
parties involved. This problem is further compounded when
working in a bilingual country, such as Canada where this
event was orchestrated.
Proficient computer skills are strongly recommended.
Anyone planning a meeting should be familiar with data base
management and a spreadsheet software package such as Lotus
1-2-3. Data base software that offers word processing,
labeling, and programming options will maximize productivity
and minimize data entry and word processing time. If the
event planner will be working with budgets and invoices,
familiarization with a spreadsheet software package is a must.
Often, depending on the software package used, files can be
linked to improve efficiency. Software of this nature will
provide the user with a more effective means of controlling
costs.
A meeting planner should be familiar with the industry
resources available. There are several industry resources
available to meeting planners and event coordinators. Being
familiar with these sources can save valuable time. These
sources consist of guides, such as Successful Meetings
-
Source Book a publication of Bill Communications, Inc.
(annually) , Hotel & Travel Index published by Reed Travel
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Group (quarterly) , and Tradeshow Week's Major Exhibit Hall
Directory published by Tradeshow Week, Inc. (annually) . Also,
most cities have convention and visitor bureaus that are more
than willing to assist with planning and, in addition, can
offer valuable input on supplier source information.
Using available resources wisely is extremely important
as one may be required to independently plan and execute a
sizable event with little of no support staff. While this may
not be the case in all instances, materials and human
resources may be scarce or limited. The ability to manage
these resources wisely becomes paramount to the success and
timely completion of the event. The event planner may be
engaged in everything from simple tasks such as sealing
envelopes to more advanced items like maintaining the budget.
Therefore, staying organized and using time efficiently are
one of the most important skills in planning a conference.
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DATE: November 22, 1991
RE: 1992 National Sales Conference
January 22, 23, 24
Chateau Montebello, Montebello, Quebec
The planning phase is nearly over and the execution phase of
you and ABB Canada's first National Sales Conference is underway 1
ABB Canada's key sales, marketing and GM's are invited to attend
this three day session which we trust will be informative,
educational, motivating and above all help create the momentum to
take us into 1992 and beyond.
The conference timetable is attached. Detailed information is
being prepared to ensure a quality conference. Others may be doing
most of this work but you need to do a couple of things too:
Hotel Registration:
Enclosed you will find the registration forms from the
Chateau Montebello. Please fill it out and fax it to the
hotel directly, prior to Friday, December 13, 1991.
Conference Registration:
The hours for conference registration will be as follows:
Tuesday, January 21 3 : 00 pm
- 6:00 pm
(GM's and western attendees)








La 15 novembre 1991
Congres national des ventes de 1992
Les 22, 23 et 24 Janvier 1992
Chiteau Montebello, Montebello (Quebec)
L'itape de la plantation etant pratiquement chose du passS rheum d mnnr^
national des ventes d'ABB approche a grands pasl Les vendeurs, les responsive *
cemmeraaltsatonetlesdirecteursgentrauxsontinvtesaassisteracett^
qui nous en sommes certains, devrait se riv6ler une excellente sourcTdfnfrmLZndjducation ede motivation. Plus important encore, ce congres contribuer7!anTnudouTknous donner I'&lan nicessaire pour nous conduire a 1992 etmeme au-dela
Vous trouverez ci-joint fhoraire du congres. Des documents comoortant des
rense^nementsplus d^tailles sont en preparation afin de (aire du congres unlanTsucS
Cependant, s, d'autres accomplissent deja la majorite du travail ntcessaire, II estessentielaue
vous fassiez aussl voire part en ce qui a trait aux questions suivantes :
s v i q
Reservation des chambres d'hdtel
Vous trouverez ci-joint des formulaires de reservation de chambres au Chateau
Montebello. Veuillez les remolir et les teim oarvenir dimctement a i-mm n.r tu^nr..*. -
avant le vendredi. 13drJc:emr.miQQi
<jw oar leiecopieur
Inscription au conares
Les heures d'inscription au congres sont les suivantes :
Mardi, le 21 Janvier 15 h a 18 h
(Directeurs giniraux et participants de I'Ouest)





The ABB Conference is registered with Air Canada's Convention Services
under Event No: CV920302. In order to beat even ABB's good Air
Canada rates, please quote this event number when booking. Bookings
and ticketing can only be done by Marlin Travel, American Express or
Air Canada itself. Note that the airfare discounts are available from
across Canada to Ottawa and / or Montreal and also cover the EXFOR
conference period. In view of many people staying over the weekend
for EXFOR, excellent deals are available if booked in advance. Please
be governed accordingly.
In order to reach Montebello, surface transportation is required. It
makes little sense to have 100 rental cars in Montebello' s parking lot
for 3 days. Please coordinate your travel plans to Montebello with
others so that unnecessary car costs may be minimized.
Logistics:
The hotel operates on a meals included basis. Please note on your
hotel registration form any special dietary restrictions that you may
have.
Chateau Montebello is renowned for its location and recreational
possibilities. For most winter sports, equipment is available at the
hotel. However, if you wish to skate, please bring your own skates.
Program:
The attached program is still not final but all speakers and
facilities are booked. The theme "Passport to the
Future"
gives an
umbrella which captures the essence of what the conference hopes to
accomplish
-
giving information, insight and education on the key
issues of today and tomorrow. Further detailed information will be
sent over the next few weeks.
Key Messages for Today;
1.) Mark your calendars.
2.) Reserve your hotel room.
3.) Book your flights.





Le congres d'ABB est enregistre aupres du service des congres d'Air Canada sous le
num6ro d'ivtSnement CV920302. Afin de prodter des tarifs accordes a ABB par Air
Canada, veuillez mentlonner ce numiro d'evhnement au moment de faire vos
reservations. Les reservations et remission des billets ne peuvent etre faites que par
Marvin Travel, American Express ou Air Canada. Veuillez noter que tes reductions
tarifaires conserves sont applicables au trafic aerien en provenance de partout au
Canada et a destination d'Ottawa ou de Montreal. Ces reductions seront egalement en
vigueur au cours de la periode du congres EXFOR. Comme de nombreuses personnes
demeureront sur place durant le week-end pour ce dernier congres, il est possible de
realiser d'excellentes economies en reservant a I'avance.
Le transport terrestre jusqu 'a Montebello sera assure par voiture. Cependant, pour ev'rter
qu'une centaine de voitures ne demeurent inutilement garees pendant 3 Jours sur les
terrains de I'hdtel, nous vous demandons de coordonner vos deplacements vers
Montebello avec les autres participants : des frais inutiles de location de voiture seront
ainsi evites.
Loaistique
L'hebergement a I'hdtel comprend les repas. Si vous devez suivre un regime particulier,
veuillez le mentionner sur votre formulaire de reservation de chambres.
Le Chateau Montebello est reputepour son emplacement etpour les activites recreatives
qu'il offre. Vous pourrez d'ailleurs vous procurer a I'hdtel tout requirement necessaire
a la pratique de la plupart des sports d'hiver. Toutefois, si vous desirez patiner, veuillez
apporter avec vous vos propres patins.
Programme
Le programme ci-joint n'est pas defin'itif. Cependant, toutes les installations ont ete
reservees et la presence de tous les orateurs est assuree. Le theme Passeport vers
I'avenir- illustre bien les objectifs du congres : transmettre aux participants toute
I'informatlon necessaire sur les questions cies d'aujourd'hul et de demain. Des
renseignements plus complets vous seront communiques dans les semaines a venir.
A faire des auiourd'hui
1) Indiquer les dates du congrks sur votre calendrier.
2) Reserver votre chambre d'hdtel.
3) Reserver votre place a bord du vol de votre
choix.
4) Surveillervotre courrier : d'autres
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GUIDE TO ROOTES FROH OTTAHA AIRPORT
There are two sets of routes for getting to Chateau Montebello from
tha Ottawa Airport. They are:
(1) Crossing the Ottawa River from Ottawa to Hull and then driving
east along the north shore of the river. Time 1 1/2 hours
(could be longer if traffic on Friday is heavy).
(2) Driving east on the south (Ontario) side of the river and
taking one of two ferries across to the Quebec side:




and then continuing east on the north (Quebec) side.
Time 1 1/2 hour3.
ROUTE(l) from the Airport take the Pa
becomes Bronson Avenue into
Cooper then left down Bay to
large building with the gree
Archives. Turn left onto We
Bridge across the river. Go
to Autoroute 5S0 to Montreal
Highway 148 east at the end
Chateau Montebello is on the
approach the village of Mont
so watch as you approach the
rkway to Ottawa/Hull. This
Downtown Ottawa. Turn right onto
the lights on Wellington at the
n roof
- The National Library and
lllngton and take the Portage
straight ahead and follow signs
Take 550 for 30 kms exit to
of the Autoroute. After 45 min.
right hand of the road as you
ebello. It is easily passed by
village!
ROUTE( 2) (a) Cumberland-Mas
As above until Bro




watch foe sign to
frequent. Fare is
towards Masson and
Montebello is on t
appcoach the villa
so watch as you ap
son Ferry:
nson you approach the Queensway overpass,
lane and turn right onto Chamberlain which
Keep to left lane that enters onto
d. East for 6 kms and take ill exit to
nd. East on 117 to Cumberland and then
ferry. Ferry trip is 5-10 minutes and
less that $5 per auto. Off ferry take road
then right on Highway 148. Then Chateau
he right hand side of the road as you
ge of Montebello. Is is easily passed by
proach the village!
(b)Clarence-Thurso Ferry:
As 2(a) above but continue on Highway 117 to
just after
Rockland. Watch for sign on the highway to the ferry. Ferry
similar to above. Off ferry to Thurso. Turn right onto
Highway 148 to Montebello.
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GUIDE TO ROUTE FROH HIRABEL
ake Ottawa/Hull route as indicated at the terminal exit. Thl3 la
'.iighway 158 which becomes Highway 148 after Lachute. The signed route
bypasses Lachute. Continue east on 148 through Calumet, Pointe-aux-
Chene and Fassett to Montebello. The hotel i3 on the west side of the
village on the south side of the highway. Time 1 1/4 hour3.
GUIDE TO ROUTS FROH MONTREAL
o Leave Montreal by Autoroute 40 west (Trans Canada Highway)
o From Dorval take 20 west. Take first exit north to Sources
Boulevard to Trans Canada Highway 40 west. 50 kms west take 117 exit
to Hawkesbury. In Hawkesbury turn north at the light opposite the
large Catholic church and take the bridge over the Ottawa River. Turn
left at traffic light on to 148 west, pass Calumet, Polnte-aux-Chene
and Fassett to Montebello. The hotel is on the west side of the
village on the south side of the road. Time 1 1/2 - 2 hours
(depending on traffic out of Montreal which can be heavy at 5 p.m.
on a Friday) .
DIFFXTTTCW. FOTR KK RCTDRK A MOfrKRKT.rf) DR HOTrnEA,,
- De Montreal, prenez l'Autorcute 40 direction oueat (Autoroute Trans-
Canadienne)
- De Dorval. prenez la 20 direction oueat. 'Puis prenez la sortie nord
Juequ'au boulevard des Sources Jusqu'a la 40 cueat.
50 Km a 1 "oueat de la, prenez 1* sortie t-17 pour.
liAHEklSS3UKY , tc-iimez en direction du nord au feu de
circulation se trouvant en face de l'Eglise Cathollque
et prenez le pont qui traverse la riviere des Ojtaouala.
Tournez a gauche A la lumiere clignotante sur la 148
oueat, puis vous allez passer les villages de Calumet,
Point-au-Chene et Fassett, pour arriver a Montebello.
[/hotel est situe a l'ouest du village, sur le cote sud
de la route. Cela peut prendre de 1 1\2 heure a 2


































One night deposit is required as a guarantee





12.3% gratuity will be added upon checking out on all services, except sports
PLUS GST (7%)
ROOM AND 3 MEALS
All reservations must be made byDecember 13th, 1991
Hate (single occupancy) $156.00/(double) S222.00
Return to: Le Chateau Montebello









Air Canada, le choix qui
contenter tout le monde
Voire reunion d*...IT.iire.s mi congres
est ciireniislrc auprc.N d'Air C.m;ul:t.
l/cquipc tics Services reunions d'affaires ct
congres d'Air Canada est la pour assurer 1c succes
tic votre rencontre et vous faire real.
set"
ties
economies suhstantiellcs. peu importc la destination
d'Air Can:id;i choisie. Telephone/, aujourd'liui mcnic et
ren.se iynez-vcjus sur lea offres suivantes:
Transport prime sur plus de 120 villes du Canada,
des Htats-Unis et dT.urupe:
^eductions de 15 % sur les tarifs de classe AiTaires
(cn Amenque du Nord seulemcnt);
Reductions nllnnt jusqu'a 50 ai> sur 1c plcin tarif
du service Iio?>piia.itc (cln5.se cconomi<{uc);
l-lpargnc de 25 % a Air Canada Cargo;
Rabais a la location d'unc voiture Avis ou Budget:



















Flying Air Canada means meeting
with everyone's approval
Your mcclitii- or convention i> registered
wiih Air Canada.
The AJr Canada Business Meeting and
Convention Services team is there to help you
meet with success and enjoy sign.!.cam .savings
anywhere in the world Air Canada Hies.
Call today and ask about:
Award-winning transportation to more than 120 cities
in Canada, the I'SA and liurupv
Discounts of 15 % on Kxcculivc CIas> fares
(in North Amenca only)
Discounts up to 50 % on full-fare
Hospitality Service (coach)
Savings of 25 % on Air Canada Cargo
Discounts on Avis and Nudge t car rentals
Vuliohlv Aeroplan Milc-s
Avsurez-vtms de contenter tout le monde:
tclephoiicz aujourd'liui nienie a .'equipe des Services
reunions d'affaires et congres d'Air Canada.
1 800 361-7585
Make sure you meet with everyone's approval
by calling the Air Canada Business Meeting and
Convention Services team today.
1-800-361-7585
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Laura M. Ferrier & Associates Inc.
OUTSTANDING SPEAKERS PROGRAMME CONSULTATION
PF?- -QliQI->J M. F-a_X3r-l>^vJ
XIAX X. RCOttS li Praiaaior of inttrr.ational Suainaas at tha
Univaraity of Toronto and JUa.areh Diraatar of tha Cntaria Cantra
for Intarr.ationil Buainaaa. Ha has baan a visiting pro!**tor at
Columbia 3uitnii school, London Suiintti School ar.d Xarvard
Univtnity .
X* haa puhiiahad ovar 100 articlaa and books daalin? with
the acor.eaic, aar.asjarial, ar.d it.raSa.k7ia aspaota of nultinatianal
antarprisaa and with trada and invaetaant palicy, Hia baelts
ineludat M'JLTlV?A??oyfXLS tv eawmt (1910), rviTa? t^
HgaTIWr\T:qtT^L8 (HU), H*w T*;oaTTt or rPVT HiTTv1T'ftv.'.
SK7IR??,...S2 (ad.) (1912), Hi-t,?T>rxTTov.>,Lg A.VD TTcaroLaaY ra^sr^
(ad.) (1913), JCTLTfrrXTZOStXlA >JrtT) TBXVfflTT-a PBTCTVa (ad.) (1993),
RrflKttTIfflM Wai^aB (M-author 3.H7), TO-Hiraaa 8ttattq-t3 x>n
r?,IS TRASil <sd. 19), iwriasfxTTQSM, nvsryrr.ns tv cx>.i.nx (.a.
1981), ytT-TTVXTTQWXZJ XVD gXMXnX-TTV'TTa 8TXTTS TTtlT Tyng (1990),
asssxacR i>f qlobat. STTA-rrs-c K.vvxaryTyT (ad., 19SC) and glczx^
corporate gritxniaY xkp r*xnr policy (co-author, 190).
Bom in England in 19*8, Dr. RuoTaan caaa ta Canada in 19S>
and baoaaa a Canadian oitijan in 1973. Ha aamad hia a.X. iron
Laads Univanity in I9t, tha X.so. fron London Vnivaraity in
198? and tha Ph.D. froa Siaon Traaar University in 1974.
Dr. Rucpsan v a asabar of
Canada' a Intarnatianal Trada
Advisory Cssaittsa Jros 19K-88 and h* haa baan a consultant to
privafea aactor coapaniaa, raaaarcn inatitutaa and govamaant
acaneiaa. Ua haa baan aaiactad for inclusion in Who 'a *>.a In tha
KSili, ar.d tha Canadian Who's Kho.
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WARRED GVA.I5
TITLE: SERVICE EXCELLENCE5: EVERYBODY'S BUSINESS
DESCRIPTION: This fast-paced presentation will help us explore
the strategies of total service management, and our
specific sales role in making it happen for ABB
Canada .
BIO: WARREN EVANS:
A leading authority in the field of Service Manage
ment, Warren has addressed audiences in 7 different
countries. His years in the sales trenches have
contributed to his reputation for delivering
practical, real-world information and ideas in a
stimulating and enjoyable manner.
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Canadian Assoc Professional Labs
Canadian 3ooksetlccs Assoc
Canadian College ofHealth Care
Canadian Certified General Acer.
Canadian Horaec<3!der5 Assoc
Canadian Instrriiri ofCAj
Canadian Insatite ofHumbing & Heating
Canadian National Sportsmen Shows
Co-op Managers Assoc
Credit Union Assoc ofB.C.
Diversified Properties
Kcspi-alSy Newfocrsdland & Labrador
HHMgrat. Assoc ofManitoba
IttsStatc for Inrerratibnai Research
Institute of Kcr=si=gManagtar.ent
International AfSiacioa of Independent Aoss.





Ontario Institute of Chartered Aeos.




T & D Society cf 3.C
Toronto Raal Estate Board
Training USA
Western College Stores Assoc
THE SPEAKER
Since starting his own consulting firm in
1977, Warren has become one of the most
prominent management consultants and
trainers in Canada.
He has been president of his industry's
largest professional association, and repre
sents Canada for their international body.
A dynamic presenter, Warren has addres
sed audiences in seven different countries.
As president of the Service Excellence
Group, Warren is widely recognized as
Canada's leading authority in the field ofSer
vice Management. He has appeared on
Canada A.M. and the Haines Report, and
Qmsdiim Business magazine recently pub
lished a feature article about his work in this
Weil known for his "street
realities"
ap
proach, he delivers powerful insights arid
practical (Not psychological
models or academic theories.)
Warren has been described as stirnuJatirkg,
irreveranf, provocative andcortrroversial-but
never dull.
With a unique combination of expertise and
delivery, Warren has won rave reviews from
hundreds of audiences involved in virtually
every business imaginable.
One ofWarren's hallmarks is his ability to
translate his message directly into his audi
ence's field of experience. He talks to people
where tkzy live. Tnafs why his presentations
have such a powerful impact on the organiza
tions who hire him.
Here's a speaker who is guaranteed to de
liver a stimulating and enjoyable learning ex









Growing up in New York C%. "Big
Time"
basketball; television commentator radio hos-
newspaner columnist; lunch with the Queen; stories of commitment, sacrifice and excellence
sport, personal life and business; Canada's Sport Scene; tie Olympic Games (and boycotts)- and
travel around the "World"..
^^
Our guest soeaker has eccperienees and stories m each, and every one of these fields.
Coach? - Of course! A member of the New York City 'Coaches Hall of Fame" because of a
record-setting: 250 wins m less than 300 games at two different high schools CLew Alcmdor -
now Eareem Acdul-Jabbar of the Los Angeles Lakers - was one of his pupils).
Eead coach, of the Holy Cress Crusaders ofMassachusetts was his next ccaehmg job - again a
success.
^
BTetoofc Canada from a basketball nonentity to where they are now a medal contender in every
major tournament. Ee
'coaches'




Educator? Fifteen years of h-nrhr-g various subjects in New York City high schools - and as
Jack says: 'teaching is the purest form of teaching"!!
OarnmiTmrafag? Besides lecturing on conimunication, motivation and rrr*.n*t,~ ami gf-rfng Ms
salf-nnagu sen-inars. Jack is also the M.C. at some of Canada's largest banquets, has worked
with the great Bob Hope and George Bums, has had =. radio talk show, and is a television
panel guest, commentator and newspaper columnist.
A fourth place finish in Montreal and Los Angeles, sixth in Seoul, and a Gold medal at the
Edmonton World University Games are Jack's latest basketball accomplishments.
Business, education, entertainment and sport, as wall as wife llary Jane and sfcc children back
home In "-T^r-^^g -anrj having fun-




acst celebrated p.xfsssional speakers. His styie-and e-cperrise are incomparable.
Ikv cc r'-k-jj-; and cccducrprograms that aremdividurilty customized for every client.
ii potential, lis provides toolsmd ideas that ran be implemented immediately..Au
to fully
"rr-'
their strengths, increase their productivity and soar to aew heights of
Alan Simmons is cae of Can-t
He is sought after for his exceptional abi
group.
Degiousu-"'




personal and professional achic'.ecienL
AJan's program too-ics encompass LEADERSHIP, PERiO-SALDEVELOPMENT, CUSTOMER SERVICE and
COM-
j^f^JfTICATTONS. His
master.- is buiii upon 'an enerisr.e aarfcetittz,'sales and public relations background in ttecravel,
'
broadirascing and professional spe-ai-.;
industries. Since the. launch.of Ills.professional speaking career m 19S3,'he has:
operated two chrivbs human resource deveiopcec: companies, and served as both thePresident of theOntario Chapter and
toenudonaiAdvisor to tie Presidenr. of is Nacicaai SpeakersAssoc-artcrit, biasedmPhc^vArizona.
Whether workian wiir. sTudents, ccucatcrs, heai-h
car; professionals, sales teams, industry or the nadon's senior cjxctitives, .
be chaUcnses audiences to





iSaen ; Professional Alan continua to provide vision and leadership as the
; end fearure ke>~acte spenU: cf.cnoics.






AJan Simmons was bom in England and moved to Canada in the mid 1950s. Hewas educated
at Sir George Williams University, Montreal, with a major in Markeling.
His professional background includes:
*
Marketing department at Crane Canada, Montreal
*
Public Relations Director for Kawartha-Frontenac Broadcasting
* Director ofMarketing for Cell Corporation
He has owned and operatedAJan Simmons Associates Ltd., aHuman Resources Development
Company, since the launch of his professional speaking career in 1 983. Alan conducts keynote
presentations and seminars in North America and Britain. His expertise includes Sales, Sales
. Management, Leadership, Customer Service and Personal Development
He is amemberoftheNational SpeakersAssociation (based in Phoenix,Arizona), and holds that
association's presigiousCSP designation. His clientele spans theentire business and educational -
spectrum, including corporate and association groups who demand high calibre, customized
programs for in-service sessions and major conferences and conventions.
Please contact us to obtain a detailed corporate and association dient list highlighting industry,
education, retail, health care, communications and affiliated professions. References may also
be requested.
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